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 free is now available for download. This version supports panorama photo v1.1, raw-only plugin and geometry is automatically
corrected. v.4.4.0 : 2017-11-03 - F5 free is now available for download! v.4.3.0 : 2016-12-30 - New geometry driver for tangent

move and tangent shift! - New camera driver for adobe premier pro cc 2015! - New batch processing routine for Crop, Flip,
Rotate, Histogram, Stretch/Scale, Clone, Threshold, etc. - Fixed full-screen mode in some cameras. - Fixed plugin is not able to

detect new panorama photos in some cases. - Fixed plugin is not able to save panorama photo in RAW photo format in some
cases. - Fixed a long time error when saving panorama photo. - Fixed memory error in some cases. - Fixed a memory error in
batch processing routine. v.4.2.0 : 2016-07-01 - Automatic stitching support for panorama photos. - Added new Crop function
that can crop only a part of a panorama photo. - Added a new Rotate function that can rotate only a part of a panorama photo. -
Added new Merge function that can merge multiple panorama photos together. - Added a new Group function that can group a
part of panorama photos together. - Added a new Flip function that can flip a part of a panorama photo. - Added a new Crop
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mode to edit panorama photo in Adobe Photoshop or Adobe Illustrator. - Added a new Load function to load a panorama photo
from Adobe Photoshop or Adobe Illustrator. - Added a new Export function to export a panorama photo to Adobe Photoshop or
- Added a new Edit function that can edit a panorama photo in Adobe Photoshop or - Added a new Save function that can save a
panorama photo as Adobe Photoshop or Adobe Illustrator image. - Added a new Save photo function that can save a photo into

a file. - Improved plugins v.4.1.0 : 2016-05-05 - Improved JPEG photo processing - Improved panorama photo processing -
Improved batch processing 82157476af
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